Context. The young star cluster near σ Orionis is one of the primary environments to study the properties of young brown dwarfs down to masses comparable to those of giant planets. Aims. Deep optical imaging is used to study time-domain properties of young brown dwarfs over typical rotational timescales and to search for new substellar and planetary-mass cluster members. Methods. We used the Visible Multi Object Spectrograph (VIMOS) at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) to monitor a 24 × 16 field in the I-band. We stared at the same area over a total integration time of 21 hours, spanning three observing nights. Using the individual images from this run we investigated the photometric time series of nine substellar cluster members with masses from 10 to 60 M Jup . The deep stacked image shows cluster members down to ≈5 M Jup . We searched for new planetary-mass objects by combining our deep I-band photometry with public J-band magnitudes and by examining the nearby environment of known very low mass members for possible companions. Results. We find two brown dwarfs, with significantly variable, aperiodic light curves, both with masses around 50 M Jup , one of which was previously unknown to be variable. The physical mechanism responsible for the observed variability is likely to be different for the two objects. The variability of the first object, a single-lined spectroscopic binary, is most likely linked to its accretion disc; the second may be caused by variable extinction by large grains. We find five new candidate members from the colour-magnitude diagram and three from a search for companions within 2000 au. We rule all eight sources out as potential members based on non-stellar shape and/or infrared colours. The I-band photometry is made available as a public dataset. Conclusions. We present two variable brown dwarfs. One is consistent with ongoing accretion, the other exhibits apparent transient variability without the presence of an accretion disc. Our analysis confirms the existing census of substellar cluster members down to ≈7 M Jup . The zero result from our companion search agrees with the low occurrence rate of wide companions to brown dwarfs found in other works.
Introduction
The discovery of brown dwarfs in 1995 (Nakajima et al. 1995; Rebolo et al. 1995) , in conjunction with the discovery of the first exoplanet around a solar-type star in the same year (Mayor & Queloz 1995) , has triggered a significant revision in our ideas of star and planet formation. In particular, instead of a bimodal view where stars form from cores and planets in discs, our current picture is more complex, with brown dwarfs forming either 'like stars' from the collapse of a core, helped by either turbulent fragmentation or dynamical encounters with more massive stars, or 'like planets', that is, by disc fragmentation followed by ejection (see review by Whitworth et al. 2007) . Hybrid scenarios where brown dwarfs form from gaseous clumps ejected from the disc may play a role as well (Basu & Vorobyov 2012) .
Observational constraints for these theoretical developments have come from detailed and deep studies of nearby star forming Based on observations made with ESO Telescopes at the Paranal Observatory under programme ID 078.C-0042.
Appendix A is available in electronic form at http://www.aanda. org. The full Table B .1 is available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr(ftp://123.45.678.9) or via http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/XXX/XXX. regions (see review by Luhman 2012) . For each star, about 0.2-0.5 brown dwarfs are formed, in all regions studied so far, with only a minor, if any, dependence on environmental conditions (Scholz et al. 2013; Muzic et al. 2017 ). Brown dwarfs can host massive discs (Testi et al. 2016 ) and show signs of accretion, just like young stars. The widely-accepted view we have today is that most of the more massive brown dwarfs are an extension of the stellar mass function and form in a way similar to lowmass stars.
The situation becomes much less clear for object masses approaching the planetary regime. The opacity limit for fragmentation at 5-10 M Jup is a principal barrier for star-like formation. Also, objects with Jupiter-like masses continue to grow through accretion, both in clouds (Krumholz et al. 2016 ) and in wide orbits in discs (Kratter et al. 2010) , which explains the paucity of free-floating objects with masses around or below the deuterium burning limit (Scholz et al. 2012; Mužić et al. 2015) . Distinguishing between the various proposed scenarios is an important task for observers. The detailed characterisation of very young planetary-mass objects is challenging and still in progress.
In this paper, we present deep optical imaging in the σ Orionis cluster, obtained in a three night monitoring campaign with the visible multi-object spectrograph (VIMOS) at the very large telescope (VLT). We use the sequence of deep images to look for variability in young brown dwarfs, following the previous work by, for example, Caballero et al. (2004) , , Scholz et al. (2009a) , Cody & Hillenbrand (2010) , and Cody & Hillenbrand (2011) . In contrast to these studies, our main focus is objects with estimated masses below or around the deuterium burning limit. By stacking our time series images we produced new, extremely deep optical images. We also used these deep images to search for new candidate members using available near-infrared photometry and by conducting a search for wide companions.
Target region: The σ Orionis cluster
The young star cluster around the naked-eye star σ Orionis harbours a rich population of young stars ranging from massive late O stars to very low-mass M dwarfs (e.g. Garrison 1967; Wolk 1996; Walter et al. 1997; Sherry et al. 2004; Caballero 2008) . The compact size, negligble extinction and modest distance (∼ 400 pc) make the σ Orionis cluster an ideal ground to explore the initial mass function as well as the early evolution of young stellar and substellar objects. Deep surveys of the cluster revealed a rich population of brown dwarfs (Béjar et al. 1999 ) and free-floating objects with masses comparable to giant planets (Barrado y Navascués et al. 2001; Bihain et al. 2009; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2000) . The deepest large-area survey work in this cluster to date has been carried out based on multi-band photometry from the Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA), the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) and other surveys (Peña Ramírez et al. 2012; Béjar et al. 2011; Lodieu et al. 2009 ). Throughout this work we refer to, and cross match with, the young members and photometric candidates published in Peña Ramírez et al. (2012) . Their Tables 3, 5, and 7 give full details for all sources.
Previous distance estimates for the σ Orionis cluster range from 300 to 450 pc, which adds major uncertainties when inferring stellar parameters. The Hipparcos distance value is 352 +166 −168 pc (π = 2.84 ± 0.91 mas, Perryman et al. 1997) . We used the parallaxes published in the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS) catalogue of the Gaia DR1 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b) to establish a new distance estimate for the σ Orionis cluster. TGAS lists 24 stars within a 30 search radius of σ Orionis; 15 of them have distances of 200-500 pc based on TGAS, which makes them plausible cluster members. Eleven of those 15 appear in the Mayrit cluster member catalogue (Caballero 2008) . Their average parallax is 2.94 ± 0.40 mas, but excluding the faintest one (which has twice the average error) brings this to 2.84 ± 0.36 mas, corresponding to 352± 51 40 pc. This is consistent with Hipparcos and encompasses most of the previous estimates. It is also in line with recently published estimations using interferometric observations (Schaefer et al. 2016) and TGAS data (Caballero 2017) .
While the age of the σ Orionis cluster is still somewhat uncertain, most authors agree that its population is significantly older than the Orion Nebula Cluster and somewhat younger than the nearest OB association Upper Scorpius, that is, between 1 and 10 Myr. Hernández et al. (2007) , Sherry et al. (2008) , and Zapatero Osorio et al. (2002) all arrive at age estimates of 2-4 Myr, which are comparable to the ages adopted by the majority of the surveys mentioned above. However, the updated age scale published by Bell et al. (2013) puts the cluster at 6 Myr. In this work we use a distance of 352 pc and an age of 5 Myr when us- ing the evolutionary models of Baraffe et al. (2003) and Baraffe et al. (2015) .
Observations and data reduction
The data presented in this work were obtained on 24, 25, and 26 December 2006 using the VIMOS instrument at the VLT, Paranal. The VIMOS instrument has four Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) each containing 2048 × 2440 pixels. The pixel scale is 0 .205, providing a field of view of 7 × 8.3 in each quadrant.
The observations spanned approximately seven hours each night, and alternated between the two pointings, presented in this work as Fields A and B. Figure 1 shows the observed pointings overlaid on the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) Jband image. Each individual exposure was 300 s long and taken in the I-band. The final dataset was comprised of 112 science images for each of the pointings and additionally 15 dark sky exposures from the three nights. The reduction of the data was done for each of the separate quadrants to account for any CCDdependent behaviours.
The observing conditions were variable throughout the three nights of observations. The median seeing and standard deviation of the science frames from each night was 0.84±0.20, 0.89±0.66, and 1 .23±0.66. This large variation in seeing limited our ability to remove the small-scale fringe structure resulting from night sky emission. We adopted the same approach that is used in Alcala et al. (2002 ), López Martí et al. (2004 , and Scholz & Eislöffel (2005) for the data reduction.
In Table 1 we list all of the young members and photometric candidates from Peña Ramírez et al. (2012) that are covered in the analysis presented in this work. Indicates if variability was identified from the analysis in this work.
Photometry

Time series of relative photometry
To extract the sources' photometry and astrometry from our images, we used the astropy-affiliated photutils package (Bradley et al. 2016) in Python. Many of the extraction algorithms used within this package are the same as those used by SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) .
The first step was to build an input catalogue of sources for each quadrant of each pointing. We selected the image with the best seeing and extracted sources using a 5 σ criterion. We then used this list of positions to extract the astrometry and photometry of sources in the time series of images. To account for any potential pixel drift between individual observations, we recentred our apertures before extracting the photometry in each individual exposure. The typical pixel drifts were < 2 pixel for all our observations. In order to account for variation in the background signal, we performed a local background subtraction for each extracted source. We calculated the average flux within an eight-pixel-width annulus around each source. The inner edge of this annulus was set by two times the Full-Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of each individual observation. We multiplied this average flux value by the area of the source's aperture and subtracted the resultant value. As our input catalogue was constructed from the image with the best seeing, the value of flux for very faint sources in exposures with much worse seeing could be 0 or below, due to local background subtraction. In such cases the photometry for these apertures was not included in our final analysis.
We removed any images that had a seeing (FWHM) at the time of observation >1 .5 (23 exposures). This was to avoid neighbouring sources contaminating the background flux calculated in the annulus around each source. The analysis presented in this section was first performed using all exposures. However, the precision in magnitude was severely limited and, therefore, the images with the worst seeing were rejected, leaving 79% of the original dataset.
Primarily, we were interested in differential photometry in our analysis, therefore absolute calibration of magnitudes was not necessary. Our approach was to use a sample of reference stars in each quadrant of each pointing, initially selected by their low standard deviation, to account for any variations in magnitude caused by the changing observing conditions. The process was as follows.
We first selected bright, unsaturated sources with a low standard deviation compared to the other sources in the same pointing. We plotted the light curves of all of these sources and removed any that were obviously inconsistent with the others, that is sources with significant changes in brightness not seen in other sources. We then calculated a median light curve from the remaining sources, subtracted this median from each of the individual light curves, excluded 3 σ outliers, and calculated the sum of the residuals for each. If the residuals of the light curve were <0.03 mag, the light curve remained in the reference stars list; if not, it was omitted and the procedure was run again using the new list as an input. The criterion of 0.03 mag was a compromise between having enough reference stars (typically ten or more) and achieving a high precision. The mean precision of our master reference light curves for all pointings is between 11 and 19 mmag, comparable, albeit worse, than the 7 mmag achieved in Scholz & Eislöffel (2005) . These master light curves were finally subtracted from the light curves of all individual sources in the pointing. Figure 2 shows our results for Field A, quadrant 1.
Stacking individual images
The second aspect of the analysis presented in this work is the stacking of individual exposures to create a deep image of the σ Orionis region in I band. In order to account for the small variations (typically <2 pixel) of source positions between observations from the three nights, we applied small shifts relative to the first observation frame. The shifts were calculated by extracting the positions of all the sources in each image and subtracting these from the counterparts in the first observation frame. A median of all the resultant residuals was taken and this was subtracted from each respective image. The final deep image for each pointing was a median taken from the realigned individual exposures which had a seeing value ≤1.5 . The standard deviation in the background signal for the resultant set of deep images was approximately 0.5% of the average background compared to ≈2% for individual images. This results in the ability to detect sources ≈1.5 mag fainter in our deep image. This is highlighted by the three very low-mass sources (lowest-mass source ≈5 M Jup ) in Table 1 that we recover. We applied an offset of 31 mag, an arbitrary choice, to produce small I -J values, which gives us a 5 σ limit of 22.5 mag for our deep image. Our uncalibrated I-band photometry for all sources (2139) successfully cross-matched with UKIDSS/DR9 GCS catalogue ) is available publicly via the VizieR service.
Variability of sources
Detection of variability in our observations
We searched for variability among extracted sources using the standard deviation of the lightcurves, shown in Figure 2 . In short, we identified sources with standard deviation significantly larger than the noise in similarly bright sources. First we calculated the median value (m) and standard deviation (σ e (m)) of the values as a function of magnitude.
We did this in 0.5 magnitude bins, ensuring there was a sufficient number of data points (typically >10-20) in each bin to calculate the relevant statistics. We then calculated an upper envelope (e) for each magnitude bin consisting of the median value plus three times the standard deviation in each bin. We performed cubic interpolation to create a finer grid of m, σ e (m) values. An example of this upper envelope is shown as the grey line in Figure 2 . With this measurement we were able to quantitatively assess whether an individual source's standard deviation (σ m ) was significant with respect to other sources of approximately the same magnitude. Equation 1 shows our derived variability quantity (Λ). We define a source as variable if Λ > 1: The calculated values are shown in Table 2 . In the case that a single source had time series photometry from two separate pointings, we visually checked the two time series to identify any potential discrepancies. We proceeded with one of the two in further analysis given there were no significant differences. From the analysis of all pointings, four sources were initially classed as variable, two of which have been previously classified as young members of σ Orionis, both shown in Figure 2 .
Bona-fide young sources
In this section we discuss our I-band observations, AllWISE mid-infrared data, and any noteworthy properties from previous studies to summarise the variable properties of the two young, variable objects more fully. Young stellar objects often show photometric variability due to a variety of effects, ranging from stellar activity (spots, flares), accretion, variable extinction along the line of sight, and obscurations by dust features in the disc. The variability can range from strictly periodic to irregular (Cody et al. 2014) . The dominant timescale in the variations is usually the rotation period. For brown dwarfs at the age of σ Orionis, typical periods are in the range of 1-3 d , comparable to the duration of our observations.
One of the two variable objects with evidence of youth (see first two rows in Table 2 ) is a newly discovered variable brown dwarf. The inter-night variations in our data are significantly larger than the variability within one night, indicating that typical timescales of the observed variations are indeed in the range of days, comparable to rotational cycles. The relative magnitudes in both objects do not show any trend with airmass, thus, the variability is most likely intrinsic to the objects and not related to atmospheric extinction. for the two young objects. The data were taken at two different epochs covering the approximate date ranges 9-11 March 2010 and 16-18 September 2010. In the first of the right panels we show the results of the Pearson correlation coefficient (correlating W1 and W2) for each object. Data points without measurement uncertainties or with low signal to noise (<5) have been removed. To take the measurement uncertainties into account, we created 1000 synthetic arrays from random realisations of a Gaussian distribution centred on each value and using its respective measurement uncertainty as the width of the distribution. The histograms show the results from these 1000 samples for both the r and p value for each object. The r value is a measure of the correlation between the two magnitude arrays, and the p value a statistic of how likely it is that uncorrelated data could produce such an r value. The most right hand panels of Figure 4 show the GLS periodograms for both sets of W1 and W2 data.
Mayrit 258337
The object Mayrit 258337 was first classified as variable by Lodieu et al. (2009) based on two epochs of photometry. Hernández et al. (2007) reported mid-infrared excess and thus clear evidence for the presence of a disc (no. 633 in their catalogue). This object is also a known single-lined spectroscopic binary (Maxted et al. 2008) . With a system mass of about 56 M Jup , estimated from unresolved photometry, the masses of the individual components are lower than that. The primary is most likely ∼40 M Jup and the secondary ∼25 M Jup , assuming a 0.7 mag difference.
The light curve peak-to-peak amplitude is ≈0.5 mag for Mayrit 258337 (see Figure 3) . From the GLS periodogram analysis of these I-band observations, we found a series of significant peaks. The peak with the highest power is at 0.77 day. We tried to use this period to fit the data. However, there was clearly still a lot of higher-order features in the variability signature. Therefore, at this time, it is unclear whether this peak at ∼0.77 day is related to the rotation of one of the objects in the system.
In the first of the right hand panels of Figure 4 , we can see that there is significant correlation between the W1 and W2 magnitudes for this object. This is shown by the consistently low ( 0.05) p values in the synthetic samples and average r value of ≈0.5. A GLS periodogram of the two series of WISE magnitudes (second right hand panel of Figure 4 ) shows that we found one marginally significant period (≈2.5σ, ≈1% false alarm probability) at 0.63 day in the W2 magnitude for the second Modified Julian Date (MJD) range. Additionally, a similar period is found (at a much higher false alarm probability of ≈30%) in the W1 in the same MJD range. Given the short span of these observations, it is hard to conclude definitely on this recovered periodic signal. However, it may be that the 0.77 day signal from our observations and the 0.63 day signal from AllWISE data are related to the rotation of the object. Given the width of the peaks (±0.2 day) in the periodograms, the values are consistent.
Mayrit 396273
Mayrit 396273, first reported in Béjar et al. (2004) , has no midinfrared excess out to 8 µm (no. 446 in the list by Hernández et al. 2014 ). The AllWISE (Wright et al. 2010; Mainzer et al. 2011) database contains fluxes at 12 and 22 µm for this source, with a signal-to-noise ratio of 14 and 4, respectively, but the detections do not look convincing in the images and are likely contaminated by the source's neighbours. This could mean that the object is either disc-less or has a depleted disc or a disc with an inner hole. The object does have an X-ray detection, reported by Franciosini et al. (2006) and Caballero et al. (2010) , indicating strong magnetic activity. A light curve for this object was obtained by Cody & Hillenbrand (2010) , but no variability was found, although their precision was comparable or better than ours. Thus, the variability appears to be transient.
The light curve peak-to-peak amplitude is ≈0.25 mag for Mayrit 396273 in our I-band observations. It exhibits a shallow dip at the beginning of the second night, maybe related to an eclipse. The GLS periodogram of these data has a number of significant peaks; the peak with the highest power is at ≈0.61 day. However, as in the case of Mayrit 258337, using this peak in a sinusoidal fit did not describe the data well and therefore should be treated with caution.
In Figure 4 we see that the average r value is lower (≈0.2) and poorly constrained, as shown by the wide and uniform-like distribution in the p value. In other words, uncorrelated W1 and W2 data could produce such an r value in a significant number of simulated samples. Additionally, no significant periodicity was found for Mayrit 396273 (see the furthest right panel of Figure 4 ). 
Young brown dwarfs with strong irregular variability
Variability due to magnetic spots is usually periodic or quasiperiodic over at least a few rotational cycles, which is not the case for our two variable young sources. The typical shape of flares is also not seen in our light curves. Thus, magnetic activity can be excluded as the sole origin for the variations.
To constrain the nature of our two variable young brown dwarfs, we compare them with similar, previously known objects. Since the discovery of the σ Orionis cluster, the region has been targeted multiple times in deep photometric monitoring campaigns. We have prepared a list of very low-mass objects with strong and partially irregular variability in the σ Orionis cluster. In Table 3 we include all known objects in this cluster with evidence of youth, with masses below or around the substellar limit (J ≥ 14 mag in the I band or spectral type mid M or later), and with strong variability caused by cool spots corotating with the objects due to magnetic activity. All given amplitudes are measured peak-to-peak and have been observed in the I band, if not otherwise indicated. Figure 5 shows the maximum difference in J-band magnitude from three catalogues as a function of W1-W2 colour for all sources in Table 3 . The range of J-band magnitudes should be treated as lower envelopes. Typical uncertainties for objects with J magnitudes in the range 14 -16 mag are ≈0.01 mag for both UKIDSS and 2MASS.
Three of these sources were originally found by . From Cody & Hillenbrand (2010) , we selected three objects with amplitudes > 0.2 mag. We note that their catalogue contains a number of other objects with low-level irregular variations. Additionally, identified a few more faint sources that would satisfy the criteria for Table 3  ( SE16, 85, 95) . Their variations, however, are close to the photometric noise and are so far not confirmed. We exclude these three from further considerations but note they require further attention. Additional low-level variables with possibly irregular contributions were published by Caballero et al. (2004) and Bailer-Jones & Mundt (2001) .
In Figure 5 we plot a near and mid-infrared colour magnitude diagram of the sample in Table 3 . On the y-axis, the J-band magnitude is a proxy for stellar luminosity and, thus, mass. For these highly variable objects, these stellar parameters are highly uncertain and without understanding the origin of the variability it is difficult to distinguish between low-mass stars and brown dwarfs. On the x-axis, the W1−W2 colour shows possible colour excess from circumstellar or substellar dust, which is evidence of a disc.
This diagram, in addition to the information in Table 3 , puts our two variables in context. Mayrit 258337 has mid-infrared color excess similar to the other known irregular variables in σ Orionis, persistent variability over multiple years, and also a similar photometric amplitude over the timescale of days. Mayrit 396273, however, is an outlier in Figure 5 as it does not show significant infrared excess.
The correlation between W1 and W2 and the periodic nature of the signal for Mayrit 258337 matches the variability characteristics observed in many prototypical T Tauri stars (see Bertout 1989; Rigon et al. 2017) . Thus, the variability is most likely caused by accretion or processes in the inner disc. Mayrit 258337 is one of the lowest-mass objects known that falls into this well-studied T Tauri category. As already mentioned, Mayrit 396273 is the exception in our sample. Its strong variability is transient, which also sets it apart from most of the other sources. Additionally, there is no significant correlation between its W1 and W2 magnitudes, nor any significant periodicity as a function of time, and its relative measurement uncertainties are large. The object joins a group of recently identified young (5-10 Myr) very low-mass objects without primordial accretion discs that still show strong variability on timescales of hours and days. Bozhinova et al. (2016) presented spectrophotometry for four young mid-M stars in the nearby Ori region, without evidence of accretion; two of them without infrared excess. These objects, originally discovered by , show little spectral variations, although the flux changes by 0.1-0.6 mag in the I band over the course of four observing nights. Bozhinova et al. (2016) concluded that their variations may be caused by variable extinction by large grains, located in an evolved, clumpy disc. Other objects with similar basic characteristics have recently been found in the Upper Scorpius star forming region based on light curves from K2 (David et al. 2017; Stauffer et al. 2017) . These authors suggest several scenarios to explain the variability, including obscurations by dusty debris, by warm coronal gas clouds, or by clouds associated with a close-in planet. A detailed comparison of this family of variable objects is beyond the scope of this study and reserved for a future paper. Mayrit 396273 may be the lowest mass counterpart of this type of object found so far, with an estimated mass well in the substellar domain.
The two sources that show variability but have not previously been classified as young members nor candidate members of σ Orionis do not have colours consistent with youth. Therefore, these sources are not discussed any further.
Searching for new members in our deep image
We searched for new members of σ Orionis using our constructed deep image. We used two different techniques that are detailed below.
Searching for previously missed members using UKIDSS/GCS
We extracted all sources in each field of view from our final deep, stacked images using the same process as described in Section 4.1. We then cross-matched these sources with J-band photometry from the UKIDSS/DR9 GCS catalogue ). We chose the J-band as it maximises the detection efficiency and is also close to the peak of the SED for these cool objects. To identify new young candidate members, we cross-matched all of these sources with the confirmed young members and photometric candidate members of Peña Ramírez et al. (2012) . This allowed us to see the typical colour magnitude space in which young sources usually sit using our uncalibrated photometry. Then with these known young members we constructed a lower envelope (shown by the left grey line in Figure 6 ) and selected sources above this lower envelope as potential candidates. The approximate depth from our uncalibrated I -band photometry (5σ ≈ 22.5 mag) combined with that of UKIDSS/DR9 GCS 2 (J≈19.6 mag) is shown by the dashed grey line in Figure 6 .
We visually inspected our images with the UKIDSS catalogue to look for any false positives producing apparently large colour differences. For example, in some cases a bright source has a nearby (≈1 ) fainter neighbouring source in our images. However, in the UKIDSS catalogue only the brighter source has been recovered. This results in a large I − J value which is not physical. We initially identified 27 sources for further visual inspection; of these 27, we identified five as potential new low-mass members. One of these five has J − K = 0.5 mag, which is too blue for a very low-mass member of this cluster. Of the remaining four sources, all have been flagged as galaxies in the UKIDSS catalogue with a probability ≥90%. Table 4 shows details of the sources. We therefore do not present any new low-mass members using this technique. The lack of new members down to J = 19 mag, corresponding to masses just below 10 M Jup , indicates that the current census as presented by Peña Ramírez et al. (2012) is complete in the regions covered by our survey.
Two of the lowest mass members (S Ori 62 and S Ori 65, J > 19.0 mag) are not displayed in Figure 6 as there is no avail- Notes.
(a)
K. Peña Ramirez (priv. comm.). able UKIDSS magnitude for these two objects. The ten young members or photometric candidates shown in Figure 6 make up the remaining objects listed in Table 1 .
Searching for companions around bona-fide members
By searching for companions around bona-fide members we were not restricted to non-saturated sources; we were able to search around 40 young targets. We were also able to search around the lowest-mass confirmed young members (5 M Jup ) for which there are no UKIDSS J magnitude values (for that reason they do not appear in Figure 6 ). All 40 targets that are surveyed from companions can be found in Table A.1. We determined an approximate regime in which the rate of false positives should be relatively low. We used mutual and nonmutual nearest neighbours as a proxy for false positives. This technique is commonly used to identify bound multiple systems in simulations (Kouwenhoven et al. 2010) . A pair of sources is defined as a mutual pair if each one is the nearest neighbour of the other source. For each potential companion, we calculated its projected physical separation and flagged whether its nearest neighbour was either the bona-fide young source or another nearby source. We conducted this analysis for all 40 sources, searching for companions within 10,000 au (≈28 ). We used this approach rather than using available colour information to exclude certain candidates as not all potential companions have counterpart infrared photometry. Figure 7 shows a histogram of the mutual and non-mutual nearest neighbours as a function of physical separation for all 40 sources. The only regime in which mutual nearest neighbours dominate over non-mutual nearest neighbours is ≤2000 au. We therefore set 2000 au as our upper search limit on companions, wider than the limit (1550 au) used in Caballero et al. (2017) . Our inner search limit is determined by the size of the Point Spread Function (PSF), ≈1.5 (≈500 au). Three new sources were identified as mutual nearest neighbours within this physical separation.
The median mass of the 40 objects that we considered was 0.09 M . Therefore, it is not entirely surprising that we did not discover any new companions given previous studies of multiplicity in similar mass regimes. The multiplicity fraction and peak of the physical separation distribution are a strong function of primary mass (see Figure 1 of Duchêne & Kraus 2013) . Burgasser et al. (2006) , Ahmic et al. (2007 ), Luhman (2012 , and Janson et al. (2014) , to cite a few examples, have studied the multiplicity of low-mass stars and brown dwarfs in both young regions and the field. In all cases, companions to low-mass primaries beyond 100 au are extremely rare (<1 %). The peak and standard deviation of the physical separation distribution for late M dwarfs is ≈6 +13 −4 au (Janson et al. 2014) . In other words, beyond our minimum separation range (≈500 au) even for the highest mass primaries (best case scenario for companion detections) of our sample, we are already beyond 5 σ from the mean of the expected distribution.
Additionally we checked the list of 40 sources with a recent multiplicity review of σ Orionis (Caballero 2014 ) in case we had missed any previously documented detections. We did not find any evidence of multiplicity for these targets within our angular separation limit (1.5-5.7 ).
Conclusions
In this work we have presented two main techniques in the identification and study of substellar objects in σ Orionis using VIMOS/VLT I-band observations. Below are the main findings and conclusions from our analysis.
-We have identified significant variability in two young brown dwarfs, one newly identified, from a sample of nine. -Given the short time span of observations and the strong inter-night variations in their quasi-periodic signal, we could not calculate a definitive period for either object. -The first object, Mayrit 258337 (a single-lined spectroscopic binary), shows a host of consistent properties with other young variable objects, such as correlated and variable midinfrared magnitudes and mid-infrared excess. Therefore, its variability in the I band is most likely linked to its accretion disc. -The second object, Mayrit 396273, has no mid-infrared excess and no significant correlation or variation in midinfrared magnitude. The observed variability in the I band may be caused by variable extinction by large grains. -We did not find any new low-mass potential members of σ Orionis using our uncalibrated I-band photometry with available UKIDSS J-band photometry, consistent with the results of Peña Ramírez et al. (2012) . -We did not identify any new low-mass companions around forty young σ Orionis sources in the approximate physical separation range 500-2000 au, consistent with other studies of wide multiplicity in very low-mass objects.
Our uncalibrated I-band photometry for sources successfully cross-matched with UKIDSS/DR9 GCS catalogue ) is available publicly via the VizieR service.
Appendix A: Young sources used in the search for wide, faint companions 
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